














































































































































































































nig t at　the　hou e　of　the　Japanese　boss，　attended　by
Stevenson　and　Audrey，　as　well　as　the　high－ranking





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































who e bett r　days　are　behind　him．　He　is　in　Tokyo
shooting　whisky　commercials　（receiving　two　million
dollars　in　the　process）．　The　other　character　is　Charlotte
（Scarlett　Johansson），　who　is　in　Tokyo　with　her
photograph r　husband．　Suffering　from　insomnia，　and
both　struggling　with　their　marriages，　neither　character
is　entirely　pleased　to　be　in　Japan．　They　meet，　and
appare tly　recog izing　in　each　other　a　kindred　soul，
bond　in　a　count y　whose　language　and　customs　are
mysteri us to　them．
　　The　scenes　that　have　generated　the　most　criticism
mo tly rely　on　visual　gags．　Throughout　Lost　in
Translation，　the　Japanese　are　portrayed　as　short　in
stature．　Played　for　humorous　effect，　there　are　numerous
instances　that　show　Bob　towering　over　everybody　else
in　elev tors， or　struggling　to　take　a　shower　in　his　room
cause the　shower　head　is　too　low．　Perhaps　trying　to
ffset　claims　 ha 　such　scenes　portray　Japan　negatively，
Charlotte complains　once　to　Bob，　“You’re　too　tall．”
This　is，　however，　a　throwaway　line，　and　a　rather　lame
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attempt　to　redress　the　situation．
　　Another　controversial　scene　is　when　a　prostitute
visits　Bob撃s　hotel　room　una皿ounced．　She　butchers　her
l　and　r　pronunciation　（“Lip　my　stockings”），　and　ends
up　on　the　floor　thrashing　about　as　a　disconcerted　Bob
looks　on．　The　image　of　the　little　people　with　bad
pronunciation　ofEnglish　is　a　return　to　the　days　of　Gung
Ho．　On　the　other　hand，　Lost　in　Translation　tries　to　show
us　that　more　often　than　not，　rather　than　bad’English，
nobody　in　Japan　speaks　any　English，　and　that　includes
those　in　the　medical　profession．　When　Charlotte　goes
to　the　hospital　to　have　an　injured　toe　examined，　the
physician　utters　not　one　word　of　English　to　her，
although　it　is　plain　to　all　that　she　knows　no　Japanese．
Granted，　the　purpose　of　the　movie　is　to　show　how　Bob
and　Charlotte　feel　alienated　and　out　of　sorts　in　a
different　land，　and　having　a　Japanese　doctor　converse
with　her　in　even　semi－fluent　English　would　have
diminished　the　effect，　Yet　anyone　who　has　ever　been　to
a　hospital　in　Japan　knows　that　the　maj　ority　of　doctors
are　more　than　eager　to　converse－at　least　a　bit－in
English．
　　A　scene　with　an　overly　enthusiastic　Japanese　talk－
show　host　is　yet　another　example　in　which　the　Japanese
are　portrayed　as　odd．　Matthew，　as　the　host　is　called，
with　his　brightly　dyed　blond　hair，　multi－colored　outfits
（the　studio，　as　well，　is　garishly　bright）　is　a　visual　assault
on　the　senses．　His　mannerisms　are　bizarre　as　well．
Within　a　few　seconds　of　meeting　Bob，　he　does　a　little
dance　for　him，　and　has　him　participate　in　various
unusual　visual　gags．　Defenders　of　Lost　in　Translation
may　point　out　that　Matthew　actually　exists，　and　that　his
show　is　normally　conducted　in　such　a　manner，　The
problem，　however，　is　that　he　is　referred　to　in　the　movie
as　the　“Japanese　Johnny　Carson．”　Carson，　of　course，
was　considered　the　king　of　late－night　television　in　the
United　States，　one　reason　being，　as　Ventre29）　wrote
upon　the　Tonight　Show・’s　host’s　death，　“Carson　was
everyman，　with　charisma．”　lf　Matthew　is　Japan’s
version　of　everyman，　the　Japanese　must　be　an　odd
people　indeed．
　　In　contrast　to　the　colorfu1　Matthew，　the　maj　ority　of
the　Japanese　in　the　film　keep　their　distance　from　the
two　main　characters．　A　scene　toward　the　end　of　the
movie　with　Bob　and　Charlotte　sitting　in　a　shabu－shabu
restaurant　gives　us　an　example　of　the　eerily　distant
Japanese．　Throughout　the　scene，　as　the　two　order　their
food　and　when　it　is　brought　to　their　table，　the　women
waiting　on　them　speak　not　one　word．　The　silence
speaks　volumes　in　the　manner　in　which　Bob　and
Charlot e　find　themselves　surrounded　by　unfriendly
faces．
　In　another　cheap　 it，　during　the　restaurant　scene，
Charlotte　looks　at　the　photos　that　appear　on　the　menu
ofthe　six　various　different　plates　ofmeat　available，　and
complains，　“1　can’t　tell　the　difference．”　lt　seems　that　not
only　do　the　Japanese　look　alike，　their　food　does　as　well，
In　her　defense，　of　course　she　cannot　find　differences　in
t e　photographs． This　is　because　there　are　no　differences．
I 　is　clearly　the　same　photograph，　copied　six　times．
　 We　a so　learn　that　the　Japanese　are　somewhat　deviant
sexually．　Whe 　a　couple　of　Charlotte’s　male　Japanese
friends　arrange　a　place　to　meet，　the　location　is　a　strip
bar （a　bit　of formation　they　neglected　to　mention　to
her）．　Moreover，　apparently　too　impatient　for　Charlotte
to　arrive，　the men　both　go　to　a　private　room　for　lap
dance ．
　　There is　a　plethora　of　other　scenes　showing　the
peculiarities　of　the　Japanese．　There　is　the　young　boy　in
the　arcade　cavorting　wildly；　the　hopefu1　politician
hopping　around　 ike　a　rabbit　outside　a　van　driven　by
his　campaign　team；　the　condescending　commercial
director，　imploring　Bob　to　‘Craise　his　tension，”　and　at
the　same　time　act　a 　if　he　were　greeting　an　old　friend；
the almost　ob igatory　dash　through　a　pachinko　parlor
（it　would　be a　challenge　to　find　any　modern　Hollywood
movie　s t in　present－day　Japan　that　did　not　find　a　way
to　include　a　pachinko　shot）；　the　business　cards　thnst　in
unison　upon　an　overwhelmed　Bob　at　his　arrival；　the
taxi　th t　drives　away　when　the　driver　realizes　the
potential　patrons　are　foreigners；　the　men　on　the　subway
reading　perverted　comic　books；　they　are　all　strange，
and　all n ted　with　smug　contempt　by　Charlotte　and
especially　B　ob．　ln　fact，　the　only　things　that　are
apparently　good　about　Jap　an　are　from　its　past．　As　Day30）
writes　in　her scathing　review　ofthe　film　in　The　Guardian，
“Coppola is　respectfu1　of　ancient　Japan．　lt　is　depicted
approvingly，　th ugh　ancient　traditions　have　very　little
to　do　with　the　contemporary　Japanese．　The　good　Japan，
according to　 his　director，　is　Buddhist　monks　chatting，
anc ent　temples，　flower　arrangement；　meanwhile　she
por rays　the　contemporary　Japanese　as　ridiculous
people　who　have　lost　contact　with　their　own　culture．”
　All of　this would　not　matter　if　we，　the　viewers，　are
meant　t 　 islike　both　Bob　and　Charlotte．　However，
al hough　they are　clearly　shown　to　have　fiaws，　it　is　just
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as　clear　that　we　are　meant　to　sympathize　with　them．
Although　not　perfect，　and　certainly　shown　to　be
shallow，　in　their　encounters　with　the　Japanese，　they　are
the　normal　ones．　After　all，　who　would　be　willing　to
spend　nearly　two　hours　in　a　theater　watching　two
characters　that　they　disliked？　Bob　is　trapped　in　what
seems　to　be　an　unhappy　marriage，　and　in　his　phone
conversations　with　his　wife，　she　is　portrayed　as　an
almost　insufferable　nag．　Charlotte，　as　well，　has　her　own
marriage　troubles，　as　she　is　brushed　offby　her　husband，
who　thinks　he　can　make　it　up　to　her　by　sending　faxes
with　large　hearts　drawn　on　them．　As　she　tells　a　friend
on　the　phone　in　near　tears，　“1　don’t　know　who　1　married．”
We　are　meant　to　feel　sorry　for　these　characters，　and　are
supposed　to　sympathize　with　them　as　they　struggle　to
cope　in　a　strange　land．　ln　doing　so，　it　is　all　right　to
laugh　when　Bob　talks　about　how　“black　toe”　is　likely　a
specialty　food　in　Japan：　“See，　they　love　black　toe　over
here．．．．You　know，　in　this　country，　somebody’s　gotta
prefer　black　toe．”　Bob　says　all　of　this　in　front　of　the
sushi　master，　well　aware　that　not　a　word　he　is　saying　is
understood，　while　Charlotte　giggles　at　his　wit．　lt　is
meant　to　be　a　humorous　scene；　if　one　were　to　reverse
the　simation，　however，　and　have　a　couple　of　Japanese
patrons　do　the　same　thing　in　a　restaurant　in　New　York，
it　is　not　likely　that　American　audiences　would　find　the
situation　quite　so　amusMg．
　　Fans　ofLost　in　Translation　defend　the　above　scenes，
arguing　that　the　film　is　not　really　about　Japan　in　the
first　place．　Rather，　it　is　about　the　two　struggles　of　two
people　who　find　a　bit　of　happiness　in　each　other’s
cornpany，　and　in　order　to　make　this　clear　to　audiences，
everything　surrounding　the　two　characters　has　to　be
foreign　and　inaccessible．　As　such，　the　film　could　have
taken　place　in　Bangkok，　Paris，　Moscow，　any　place，　in
fact，　that　was　outside　the　normal　realms　of　Bob　and
Charlotte．　This　may　be　tme，　but　there　are　ways　to　make
the　two　characters　feel　alienated　without　relying　on
cheap　stereotypes．　For　instance，　having　a　number　of
people　on　the　elevators　speaking　to　each　other　in
Japanese　while　a　non－comprehending　Bob　stands
silently　would　have　been　just　as　effective　as　the　silly
short　people　gag．　For　a　foreigner　in　Japan　for　the　first
time，　norrnal　Japanese　people　engaging　in　everyday
activities　can　be　bewildering　enough；　there　is　no　need
to　exaggerate　the　so－called　peculiarities　ofthe　culture．
Conclusion
　 If　Lost　in　Translation　tells　us　anything，　it　is　that
stereotypes　and　negative　portrayals　of　the　Japanese　in
movies　 re　not　just　a　product　ofthe　times　in　which　they
are p oduced．　True，　no　longer　do　we　see　Hollywood
productions　such　as　Black　Rain　or　Rising　Sun，　movies
that　po tray　a　dark　image　of　Japan　enforcing　its　will
upon　the　United　States，　and　treating　Americans　with
disdain　in　the　process．　Furthermore，　not　all　Japanese
are　portrayed　as　nerdy　workers　who　desperately　need
an　upgrade　in　their　social　skills，　such　as　those　in　Gung
Ho．
　　Los 　in　Translation　is　a　major　improvement　over　the
Japan－themed　movies　of　the　1980s　and　1990s．　Sadly，
however，　 t　sh ws　that　in　2003，　although　times　had
changed， unfortunate　stereotypes　remained．　Six　years
later，　we ar still　waiting　for　the　next　significant
H llywood　movie　that　portrays　contemporary　Japanese
ociety．　One　can　only　hope　that　it　takes　the　next　step，
and　shows　us　a　Japan　bereft　of　the　negative　images　that
Hollywood　stubbornly　clings　to．
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